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The ion energy distributions (IEDs) striking surfaces in rf glow discharges are important in the
context of plasma etching during the fabrication of microelectronics devices. In discharges sustained
in molecular gases or multicomponent gas mixtures, the shape of the lED and the relative
magnitudes of the ion fluxes are sensitive to ion-molecule collisions which occur in the presheath
and sheath. Ions which collisionlessly traverse the sheaths or suffer only elastic collisions arrive at
the substrate with a measurably different lED than do ions which undergo inelastic collisions. In this
article we present measurements and results from parametric calculations of IEDs incident on the
grounded electrode of a rf glow discharge sustained.in a He/N2gas mixture while using a Gaseous
Electronics Conference Reference Cell (33.3 Pa, 13.56 MHz). We found that the shape of the IEDs
for Nj and N: provide evidence for inelastic ion-molecule reactions which have threshold energies
of <10 eV. <9 1996 American Institute of Physics. [S0021-8979(96)07101-3]

I. INTRODUCTION

Low pressure rf discharges are commonly used for the
etching of semiconductor materials for microelectronics de-
vices in order to achieve anisotropic vertical features while
eliminating undercutting of masks.1In these discharges, ions
which are generated in the plasma are accelerated through
the sheaths at the electrodes and so are vertically directed
into the wafer. The arrival of this anisotropic ion flux on the
bottom of trenches preferentially activates etching at those
locations with respect to sidewalls, thereby producing the
desired features. The importance of the distributions of ion
energies and angles striking the wafer in obtaining straight
walled features has long been recognized, and has motivated
computational studies and experimental measurements of ion
energy distributions (IEDs) in rf glow discharges.2-11Results
of those studies have shown. that both elastic and inelastic

(charge exchange) collisions contribute to the broadening (in
angular spread) and degradation (in energy) of the lED.

In rf discharges sustained in a single rare gas, the only
important collisions for the dominant ions are elastic (mo-
mentum transfer which may include an energy loss for simi-
lar masses) and symmetric charge exchange. Symmetric
charge exchange collisions in the sheaths are very efficient in
degrading the lED. Due to the rapid rate of thermalization
between collision partners having comparable masses, elastic
collisions can contribute to both the broadening and degra-
dation of the lED. The situation is more complex in molecu-
lar gases and in gas mixtures. In these discharges, collisions
which change the identity of the ion can occur and ion-
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molecule reactions having significant activation energy bar-
riers may be important. These latter collisions are energeti-
cally forbidden in the bulk plasma where the ion energies are
near thermal, but can occur in the high local electric fields of
the sheaths where ions are accelerated to more than 10 eV.

The threshold energy for these processes may result from the
reaction being endothermic, or because there is an activation
energy for either an exothermic or endothermic process. For
simplicity in this article, we will refer to both classes of
reactions as "barrier limited" processes.

In this article, we report on computed and experimen-
tally measured IEDs in rf glow discharges sustained in He/N2
gas mixtures. This gas mixture was chosen for study because
of its large variety of identity changing ion-molecule reac-
tions (e.g., He++N2--+Ni+He), the possibility of barrier
limited ion-molecule reactions (e.g., Ni + He--+N2+ He+),
and the absence of negative ions. In this gas mixture, He+
ions are initially produced by electron impact. N+ and Ni
are dominantly produced by electron impact on N2 and
charge exchange from He+ to N2 (Ref. 12).

He++N2--+N; +He k=5.0X 10-10 cm3 S-I (la)

-
(All rate coefficients are for an ion temperature of 300 K.)
Higher order nitrogen ions, Nj and N: , are then produced
by associative ion molecule reactions with N2,12
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The trimer and tetrad ions have lower ionization potentials
than any other neutral atom or molecule in the discharge,
have no neutral counterparts, and have large masses. As a
consequence, they cannot undergo exothermic or symmetric
charge exchange reactions in the bulk plasma, and they lose
little momentum during elastic collisions with lighter colli-
sion partners. In spite of these conditions, the shapes of the
IEDs of Nt and N: striking the electrodes in our experi-
ments differ from that which one expects for purely elastic
transport. In his review, Phelpsl3 notes that dissociation of
Nt and N: in collisions with Nz are most likely important,
but the lack of transport data prevents the drawing of any

~ quantitative conclusions as to the thresholds and magnitudes
of those cross sections. Our experimentally measured IEDs
for Nt and N: suggest the same. In the remainder of this
article, we will discuss these observations and results of our
calculations as evidence for the presence of reactions that
destroy Nt and N: by high energy collisions, and thus pref-
erentially deplete the high energy portion of the energy dis-
tribution of these ions.

II.EXPERIMENTALAPPARATUS

Ion energy distributions striking the grounded electrode
were measured in a Gaseous Electronics Conference Refer-

ence Cell (GECRC).14The GECRC is a capacitively coupled
rf discharge chamber equipped with two 1O.2-cm-diam,
parallel-plate, aluminum electrodes separated by 2.54 cm.IS
The upper electrode is grounded and the lower electrode is
coupled to a 13.56 MHz rf power supply through a 0.1 JLF
blocking capacitor. Gas is flowed into the plasma through a
showerhead arrangement of small holes in the lower elec-
trode. Mixtures of ultrahigh purity helium and nitrogen gases
were used in this experiment and supplied through mass flow
controllers.

The mass-analyzed IEDs were measured with an electro-
static energy analyzer (ESA) coupled to a quadrupole mass
spectrometer (QMS) mounted on top of the GECRC to allow
sampling of positive ions through a 0.1 mm orifice in the
grounded electrode.16The IEDs were obtained by setting the
quadrupoleto a particularmass-to-chargeratio (m/z), and
then scanning the energy of the ions transmitted through the
ESA. The energy resolution of the ESA is approximately 1.5
eV (full width at half-maximum) for the operating conditions
used here. This method has been shown to be appropriate in
rare gas plasmas.1I,16Extension to discharge systems con-
taining molecular gases is straightforward, primarily involv-
ing the investigation of a greater number of ions.

III.DESCRIPTIONOF THE MODEL

Theoretical IEDs were computed using a one-
dimensional Monte Carlo-fluid hybrid (MCFH) model for rf
discharges. The MCFH model has been previously described,
and so will only be briefly discussed here.17-19The model
combines a Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) for the nonequi-
librium transport of electrons and ions with a fluid model for
total charge densities and electric fields. The trajectories of
electron and ion pseudoparticles are followed in the MCS
module using the time and spatially varying electric fields
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provided by the fluid module. All pertinent elastic and inelas-
tic collisions are included in the MCS. Electron impact
source functions and transport coefficients are obtained from
the MCS and transferred to the fluid module. In the fluid

module, the continuity equations for charged and neutral spe-
cies and Poisson's equation for the electric field are solved.
Although this simulation is one-dimensional, we specify a dc
bias on one of the electrodes to approximate the operating
conditions of an asymmetric discharge. Electric fields and
species' densities are transferred back to the MCS, and the
modules are iterated until convergence.

The results we report on here use a gas composition of
HeINz=50/50. The ions we considered are He+, Ni, N+,
Nt, and N:. Electron impact processes and ion molecule
reactions included in the model are discussed in Ref. 17.The
endothermic cross section we used for reactions between Ni
with He was reduced from that used in Ref. 19 based on

comparisons of our simulations with the present experimen-
tal findings.zoWe additionally included the cross sections for
ion-molecule reactions tabulated by Phelps for Nz gas
mixtures.13

Calculating the IEDs with our model obviously requires
the cross sections for the various collisions that ions undergo.
In the absence of experimental or theoretical values, these
cross sections must be estimated. The shape of the experi-
mental lED can yield information on the existence and
strength of inelastic barrier limited ion processes in the same
fashion that the shape of electron energy distributions yield
information on inelastic electron collisions. These observa-
tions can be used to both estimate barrier limited cross sec-
tions and, by comparing computed IEDs with the experi-
ments, iteratively improve upon those estimates. To
investigate the possibility of Nt and N: barrier limited pro-
cesses, we have simulated two scenarios. The first assumes
only elastic collisions for ion transport of Nt and N:. The
second allows for barrier limited charge exchange reactions
with Nz, using parametrized cross sections derived from
comparisons to the experiments.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTED IEDS FOR HelN2
MIXTURES

The experimentally measured IEDs striking the
grounded electrode for our conditions are shown in Fig. 1 for
a 50/50 HeINzplasma with an applied peak-to-peak rf volt-
age (Vrf) of 200 V, a pressure of 33.3 Pa (250 mTorr), and a
measureddc bias voltageof -43 V.The He+ lED has two
predominant structures, one occurring at low ion energies,
and the other at 10- 20 eV. The dominant low energy peak
resultsfromHe+ ionswhichhavesufferedsymmetriccharge
exchange or elastic collisions with He in the sheath. The high
energy tail extending beyond 20 eV results from He+ which
are produced in the sheath or presheath and proceed colli-
sionlessly to the electrode. The shape of the lED may also
suggest that the sheath has a large resistive component,
thereby emphasizing the low energy (as opposed to the high
energy) portion of the distribution.

The lED for Ni has the highest flux to the electrodes
and a shape which is somewhat similar to that of He+. The
lED has a low energy peak and a tail which extends to 20 eV.
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FIG. 1. Measured IEDs in a rf glow discharge sustained in a HelN2
=50/50, 33.3 Pa (250 mTorr) gas mixture, Vrf=200 V (peak-ta-peak) and'
Vdc=-43 V.

This shape, including the secondary maxima,16 reflects the

dominance of symmetric charge exchange collisions with Nz

in the sheaths. The IEDs for N+, Nt, and N: extend to

beyond 30 eV, suggesting that they are less energetically col-
lisional than either He + or Ni . Note that the magnitude of

the fluxes for Nt and N: are small compared to that for Ni
and N+, since the former ions are produced by three-body
processeswhich have low rates at the pressuresof interest.

The calculated IEDs for He+, Ni, and N+ striking the
grounded electrode and powered electrode are shown in Fig.
2. We used the same conditions as in Fig. 1, except for a dc
bias of - 50 V. (The 7 V difference in dc biases does not
appreciably alter the IEDs since the rf bias is much larger at
100 V amplitude.) The IEDs for Nt and N: shown in Fig. 3
were obtained while having those ions undergo only elastic
collisions. The calculated IEDs for He+ andNi incidenton
the grounded electrode generally agree with those measured
experimentally,as do the relativemagnitudesof the fluxes.
Both distributions are domina'tedby a low energy maximum
resulting from symmetric charge collisions in the sheath. The
IEDs have a tail extending to higher energies, a consequence
of ions which collisionlessly traverse the sheath.

The experimentaland calculatedIEDsfor N+ extendto
30 eV, indicatingthat N+ doesnot undergosignificantsym-
metric charge exchange or energy loss collisions. The shape
is not consistent, however, with purely elastic transport ei-
ther. N+ will undergo barrier limited collisions with Nz pro-
ducing Ni . This processhasa thresholdenergy of =1.7 eV.
Its cross section has a local maximum at 30 eV of =5X 10-16

cmzy The mean free path for the loss of N+ at energies
greater than 20 eV by this process is =0.5 cm, which is
commensurate with the sheath width. The lED for N+ is
therefore depleted at these energies relative to the lED for
purely elastic transport.N+ can also be producedin the
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FIG. 2. Calculated IEDs for the conditions of Fig. I, except Vdc= -50 V.
IEDs in the left-hand column are for ions striking the grounded electrode.

IEDs in the right-hand column are for ions striking the powered electrode.
(a) and (b) He+, (c) and (d) N;, (e) and (0 N+. The calculated IEDs for He+
and N; are dominated by low energy peaks resulting from symmetric charge
exchange.

sheath by barrier limited reactions of Ni with Nz with a
threshold energy of 15 eV.13This source of N+ will occur
deep intothe sheathwhereNi ionshavegainedat leastthis
energy.The N+ ionsso producedwillpreferentiallyarriveat
the electrode with low energies.

FIG. 3. Calculated IEDs for N~ and Nt striking the grounded (left-hand
column) and powered (right-hand column) electrodes for the conditions of
Fig. 1. (a) and (c) Nt , (b) and (d) Nj . For these results, N~ and Nt undergo
only elastic collisions. The disparate shape of the IEDs compared to the
measurements suggest that N~ and Nt additionally suffer barrier limited
inelastic collisions.
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The IEDs incident on the powered electrode retain the
same general structure, though extended to higher energy
due to the larger sheath potential. The maximum energy with
which ions can strike the powered electrode is approximately
the sum of the rf amplitude, magnitude of the dc bias, and
floating potential, =160 eV in this case. Due to the ion tran-
sit time across the sheath for heavy ions exceeding many rf
cycles, the practical maximum energy is approximately half
the maximum, or 75-80 eV.

The IEDs for Nt and Nt shown in Fig. 3 differ notice-
.. ably from the experiments. Since Nt and Nt are both heavy
compared to their neutral elastic collision partners, they lose
little momentum during those collisions. As a result, the
IEDs of these ions have their peaks at nearly the maximum
allowed energies (accounting for long transit times through
the sheath). The disparity between the model and experi-
ments discounts the assumption that these ions have only
elastic collisions in the sheaths. Since the ionization energies
of Nt and Nt are smaller than He, N, or N2, exothermic
inelastic charge exchange collisions cannot occur.21There-
fore, the dissimilarity in the calculated and observed IEDs is
likely due to the absence of barrier limited ion molecule
collisions in the calculation.

To test this hypothesis, we proposed barrier limited ion-
molecule reactions for Nt and Nt of the form of

N;(hot) + N2 N; + N2+ Nn-2, n=3, 4. (4)

In principal, this reaction could be a dissociative charge ex-
change collision or a "direct" bond breaking collision. The
latter class of interaction has been experimentally observed
by Shultz and Armentrout21for collisions of Nt with rare
gases,

N:(hot)+M N;+N2+M, M=Ar, Kr, Xe. (5)

Bond breaking can result directly from excitation of Nt to a
dissociative state or through formation of a dissociative in-
termediate (e.g., NtM N~M+ N2 N~ + M+ N2). Lacking
experimental data for the cross sections of the proposed re-
action, we parametrized the cross sections. For purposes of
demonstration, we assumed the dissociative reaction pro-
ceeded through the charge exchange channel and initially set
the threshold energies for these processes equal to the differ-
ences in the ionization potentials of the collision partners, €o.
This yields threshold energies for Nt and Nt of €o=1.07and
4.08 eV, respectively, which are comparable to those for the
direct process of Nt with some of the rare gases.21We then
implemented the parametric form for barrier limited ion-
molecule cross sections suggested by Fisher et al.20For our
conditions, this resulted in a cross section which decreased
for energies above 15-20 eV and did not sufficiently deplete
the calculated lED of high energy ions as is observed experi-
mentally. We next used parametrically defined step function
cross sections beginning at a threshold energy ~E and having
a magnitude Urnwith the goal of depleting the higher energy
ions in the lED. We derived the magnitudes of the cross
section and the threshold energies by comparing the results
of our parametrizations with the experiments.

Results from our parametrizations for the IEDs of Nt
and Nt striking the grounded electrode are shown in Fig. 4.
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FIG. 4. IEDs for Nt [(a)-(c)] and N; [(d)-(fj] striking the grounded elec-
trode obtained while varying Um in step function cross sections. Um for Nt
was varied from 15 to 60X 10-16 cm2. Um for N; were varied from 4.5 to
18x 10-16 cm2. The threshold energies are fixed at their thermodynamic
values (dE= 1.07 and 4.08 eV for N; and Nt, respectively). Increasing um
depletes the high energy portion of the lED.

The threshold energies are fixed at their thermodynamic val-
ues €o (~E= 1.07 and 4.08 eV for Nt and Nt, respectively).
The cross section was varied between 4.5 and 18X10-16cm2
for Nt; and between 15 and 60X 10-16 cm2 for Nt. (Note
that the IEDs are numerically noisier than those obtained
assuming elastic collisions, since the barrier limited colli-
sions physically remove Nt and Nt ions from the simula-
tion, thus leading to smaller numbers of pseudoparticles col-
lected on the electrodes.) Focusing first on -the IEDs for Nt,
we see that in all cases the inelastic charge exchange process
depletes the lED of high energy ions relative to the distribu-
tion obtained using only elastic collisions (see Fig. 3). The
experimentally observed peak in the lED at =28 eV is cap-
tured in the calculations using the smaller cross sections. The
depletion of the lED at high energies is too severe when
using the larger cross section, and the high energy peak is
lost. The flux of Nt to the substrate monotonically decreases
as Urnincreases as more of those ions are lost by charge
exchange collisions. Comparing these IEDs to the experi-
ment indicates that the inelastic cross section is likely to be
in the range 15-30X 10-16cm2.

The IEDs for Nt have a similar appearance to those for
Nt. The IEDs have a peak at high energy with the smaller
cross section, somewhat resembling the case with only elas-
tic collisions. Increasing the cross section depletes the lED at
high energies relative to the low energies. There is a rapid
transition between an lED having a high energy peak and
one dominated by the low energy peak between 9 and
l8xlO-16 cm2. The experimental lED for Nt is broadly
peaked at =20 eV. The inelastic cross section which repro-
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FIG. 5. IEDs for Nt [(a)-(c)] and Nj [(d)-(O] striking the grounded elec-
trode obtained while varying AtEusing step function cross sections. AtEwas

varied from €o to €o+4 eV. (€o= 1.07 and 4.08 eV for Nj and Nt, respec-
tively.) Um was fixed at 9 and 30x 10-16 cm2 for Nj and Nt. The high
energy portion of the lED increases with increasing AtE. though the effect is
not large.

duces this shape likely has a cross section in the range of
9-18X 10-16 cm2, however the lED appears to be poorly
represented by a step function for the inelastic process.

The IEDs for Nt and N: for varying threshold energies
are shown in Fig. 5. In each case, the threshold energy was
incremented by 2 and 4 eV from their thermodynamic val-
ues, Eo.The cross sections have um=9 and 30XIO-16 cm2
for Nt and N:. The IEDs for N: at high energy increase
with increasing threshold energy relative to the low energy
portion of the lED. With increasing threshold energy, more
ions survive the relatively thick presheath region where their
energies are < 10eV, and so are a"ailable to be accelerated to
higher energies in the sheath proper. The effect, however, is
not large. Significant changes in the lED would require in-
creases in threshold energy to > 10-15 eV.The trend is simi-
lar for the IEDs of Nt . With increasing threshold energy, the
lED at high energy increases relative to that for low energy.

Calculated IEDs appear in Fig. 6 for Nt and N: with
cross-section parameters derived by comparing our previous
results with the experimental IEDs. These parameters are
~E=Eo (1.07 eV) and um=1.13XIO-15 cm2 for Nt; and
~E=2Eo (8.08 eV) and um=2.25X 10-15 cm2 for N:. The
experimental IEDs are also reproduced in Fig. 6. These IEDs
should be compared to those in Fig. 3 obtained using only
elastic collisions. The calculated lED for N: agrees well
with the experiment. It has a double peak shape with a maxi-
mum value at a few eV and the secondary peak at =28 eV,as
in the experiments. The derived value for Umis large enough
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Nj. Um= I.13X 10-15 cm2, AtE=€o (1.07 eV). The calculated lED for Nt
using a step function cross section captures the shape of the experimental
lED, however the Nj lED is not well represented.

to deplete the lED above the inelastic threshold, and has a
high enough threshold energy to allow some ions to colIi-
sionlessly cross the sheath and populate the tail of the distri-
bution. The lED for Nt has the appropriately broadened
shape with a width of 30 eV. However, the lED is more
heavily populated in the tail than in the experiment. Our
experience is that the experimental lED for Nt cannot be
well fit by our calculations using a step cross section. This
result suggests that the cross section likely increases with
increasing energy through tens of eV.

v. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Measurements and calculations of ion energy distribu-
tions for a He/N2rf glow discharge have been presented. In
spite of the fact that the ionization potentials of Nt and N:
are the lowest in the system, the measured shapes of the
IEDs for Nt and N: are inconsistent with these ions travers-
ing the sheaths suffering only elastic collisions. Calculated
IEDs which agree reasonably well with the measurements
were obtained by proposing inelastic ion-molecule reactions
for Nt and N: with N2having threshold energies of < 10 eV.
The model cross sections were step functions of magnitude
1.1 and 2.2X 10-15cm2 for Nt and N:. The threshold ener-
gies were ~E=Eo (1.07 eV) and 2Eo(8.08 eV), respectively.
The shape of the measured IEDs, however, suggest that there
may be structure to the cross sections for energies of 10-30
eV, particularly for Nt. The proposed inelastic processes
support the proposition of Phelps,13who cited evidence for
the existence of inelastic collisions of Nt and N: with N2.
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This evidence comes, in part, from drift tube experiments.
The results of these experiments implied that the rate coeffi-
cient for dissociation of N: steeply rises from 10-13to 10-11
cm3s-1 between reduced electric fields (E/N) of 100 and
200 Td (I Td= 1X10-17 V cm2). The effective temperature
of N: at 200 Td, however, is only =0.25 ev,22The large rate
coefficient for dissociation derived from the drift tube ex-
periments cannot then be explained by the inelastic process
used here since the implied cross section would be too large.
At the same time, if the rate coefficient for dissociation has a
value greatly exceeding 10-11 cm3S-1 at energies of many
tenths of an eV, the N: produced in the bulk plasma would
be nearly depleted in the presheath. The experimentally ob-
served lED for N: would then have to result dominantly
from formation of N: in the sheath, which is not likely.
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